Below are the updates for the activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of Oct. 29th, 2012

*DeAmitt Pad – Drillout Operations continue. 5 of the 6 wells have been drilled out, and 3 of the 6 wells have production tubing installed. Two of the 6 wells are being fed to sales. Anticipate Drillout operations completed by 11/15/12.

*Gaut Pad – #4G drilled complete to vertical depth. #4F drilling ahead on 12-1/4” hole. Drilling operations temporarily suspended due to inclement weather.

*Shaw Pad – Began site prep.

*Mamont Pipeline/Compressor Site - Both 1,200’ HDD bores are completed and the pipes have been pulled through them (12” Steel and 6” Flexsteel). A concrete pad for a 12” pig launcher is finished next to the Kuhns Pad, and the 12” pipeline from the HDD bore to this pad is half finished. The 6” Flexsteel water pipeline from the HDD bore to the pad next to the reservoir is half done also. We are shut down today because of the weather and will re-start as soon as Wednesday, if the rain stops.

*Electrical update to follow......